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Last month, the much-celebrated Cuban fare at El Bohio wrapped up an impressive 
seven year run. Attached to local music venue the Pour House, the eatery has now 
transitioned to a new restaurant called The Lot.

With recipes inspired by chef and owner Vanessa Harris’ Cuban family recipes, El Bohio 
will be a tough act to follow and will be missed by many. But The Lot is packed with 
local flavor and an ever-evolving menu that so far, seems to be a big hit among the 
regulars.

Owners Alex and Vanessa Harris, and Chef Alex Lira have made the conversion a labor 
of love. The Lot’s name was inspired by the pre-show social scene that surrounds the 
building. The logo was designed by Pour House webmaster and friend Jack Powell. 
The ingredients that make The Lot’s menu are sourced from local farmers, many whom 
are fiends and patrons of the Pour House. 

It was never intentional that the businesses at 1977 Maybank Highway have a 
consistent theme, but they do seem to have more in comon now than they did before 
in that there is always something new on the stage, in the glass, and on the plate 
available every night of the week.



The Lot’s farm-to-table menu is available on both the front and rear decks as well as 
inside the restaurant. As you enter, a chalkboard menu on the left wall displays what’s 
available tonight or for Sunday brunch. 

Lira says he likes the farm-to-table concept because the cooking focuses on 
preparations that highlight natural flavors, the produce isn’t picked too early and 
ripening in transit, and using locally grown food nurtures the local community.

With temperatures turning colder, he’s incorporating root vegetables, nuts, squash, and 
pumpkins into the menu. Local farms and co-ops supplying The Lot include Sweet Bay, 
Blackbird, Keegan Fillian, Maybek Farms, and GrowFood. Breads are produced by 
Saffron Bakery.

Lira, a Virginia native, is skilled in charcuterie and is an alumus of New York City’s 
restaurant scene. Meat cutting, grinding, curing, smoking, pasta-making, and 
vegetable pickling is all done in-house.

Lira describes his dishes as “herb-forward,” meaning he will nuance the predominant 
flavors with herbs like tarragon and mint. A diner can taste a fresh spark to the flavor, 
but may not be able to describe what herbs made it happen.

The menu is also an opportunity to get to know herbs, grains, and vegetables that 
aren’t household names. Tat-soi (tat-soy) is a delicious deep green lettuce; Farro is 
agrain, somewhat resembling bulgur wheat. These are just two of the ingredients in this 
week’s Farm salad, served with homegrown pickled beets and fresh slices of shallots. 

Other offerings that might show up on the board included Beeline snapper over 
gumbo, and a classic Pasta Carbonara over fettuccine. The Carbonara is garnished with 
a raw egg, the diner mixes the yolk with the herbs, noodles, and house made pork 
belly bacon that makes up this delightful Italian ‘breakfast meets dinner’ dish.

The Lot is open for dinner six nights a week and for Sunday brunch. It is located 
at 1977 Maybank Hwy. For more information call (843) 571-4343 or see 
www.charlestonpourhouse.com/the-lot
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